9/11- "A LIE BELIEVED BY EVERYONE,
IS NOT THE TRUTH"
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The anonymous author of the quote I have chosen for the title of this article, probably had no
idea of the implication of its original intent with regard to the monumental deception behind
9/11.
Here in 2012, a full eleven years after the attack, we are now carefully weighing the latest new
version of the killing of Osama Bin Laden, a version that not only tasks the veracity of
President Obama, but those offering differing accounts of this event, some even within the
Navy Seal Team itself.
If you take the possibilities of variation, there are now - at least -five stories...and counting.
#1. - He died years ago of complications of kidney failure in Tora Bora.
#2. - He was murdered within his own group, as stated by Prime Minister of Pakistan Benizar
Bhutto, while being interviewed by David Frost (2007), some weeks before being assassinated
herself.
#3. - President Obama's current 2012 account.
#4- The Navy Seal account #1. Mark Owen book ( No Easy Day)#5.- The Navy Seal account #2. (contesting the book)
Now... for the real aspect of this tale... that can be possibly discerned from this twisted misson
as "OFFICIALLY" represented;
THE ONLY THING APPARENTLY "BURIED AT SEA"

.....WAS THE TRUTH.

To all those Americans who have simply moved on from 9/11;

I am here today to firmly attest to this awaiting legal fact;
There is no time limit, by way of a statute of limitations on the act of murder. In the case of
9/11, multiply that by over 3000, and you will understand my mission.
To all those Americans, who now hear the debate about yet another part of the "Official
Story" being contested on "60 Minutes" on the "supposed" actual events behind the killing of
Osama Bin Laden, the alleged mastermind behind 9/11, understand this;
A STATE SECRET IS BEING GUARDED BY THIS CURRENT PRESIDENT;
Not only about the alleged "death" of this man, but about the alleged "life" of this man. Those
dark secrets go back to the events before, during and after the 9/11 attacks and deal with the
nature of the attack and all the guilty parties, who have yet to be held accountable for the mass
murder of thousands of innocent Americans.
To all those Americans, who are now confused by the ramifications of this new account and
the threats made by other members of the Seal Team and the Pentagon itself, to censor this
Seal #1 version of events, be aware, that nothing said, by any party, relating to all of the events
surrounding 9/11, can be trusted;
Which means exactly this;
Each and every detail of the entire, "Official Story" is suspect, and that.... is an undeniable
fact;
Whereby a judicial review of every aspect of 9/11, requires a new, full, comprehensive
reinvestigation.
In 2010, the former Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Admiral Mullen stated that our
national debt was the nations single largest security threat. I was compelled then to refute this
claim, on the basis of the on-going cover-up of 9/11, by stating that the Admiral had created a
fallacy as a diversion from the deceitful falsehood behind the "REAL" single greatest threat to
our national security.
Eleven years ago, the 9/11 attack seared the heart of this nation. We were told a guy, with a
beard in a cave with a cell phone, so outwitted our entire defense apparatus with 19 Arab
extremists, that in one bold move, he would come to destroy the nation, because they so hated
our freedoms. Further, we were told this terrorist element had a friend in Iraq and there were
weapons of mass destruction in Iraq, that were an immediate threat to our national security.
Two, DISASTROUS, debt ridden, non-declared wars later, our National Treasury is depleted,
our collective debt is over 16 Trillion Dollars, the economy is a dime short of a depression, our
people are living like refugees in their own land, as the forced, first time audits of the private
Federal Reserve Bank reveal a complicit act of financial sodomy, so sinister, that the linked
criminal looting of our Treasury, by this so called, "bank", is well beyond the scope of most
human comprehension.

With all this uncovered stealth criminality taking place, the Admiral now has the termerity to
ask us to believe it is this illegal, odious debt, created as part of the 9/11 deflection, and NOT to
believe it is;
THE MONSTEROUS 9/11 LIES THEMSELVES, WHICH ARE, IN FACT, THE
GREATEST THREAT TO OUR NATIONAL SECURITY.
During the Bush Administration's attempt to "STONEWALL" their abject FAILURE to
defend our nation on 9/11, something very SUSPICIOUS happened at the Pentagon;
All of those who failed on that day, to get off one shot or place one fighter plane up, were
absurdly promoted and given even more brass. In fact, not one person in Command and
Control was demoted, removed or Court Martailed.
Unbelievably, just the opposite happened, all those who failed in defense of their Nation, in
Command and Control, moved up in rank and received even more medals.
The Pentagon's pathetic excuse for their miserable failure to defend our people, our airspace,
our cities, and even their own Headquarters, was;
They were somehow "overwhelmed and confused" by the multiple "War Games" they just
happened to be "conducting" on that very same day.
Therefore it follows, that the Pentagon's fallacious plea would have us believe their primary
mission;
To protect and defend the People the United States of America;
THE VERY REASON THEY EXIST IN THE FIRST PLACE;
Was criminally and recklessly negated, by their own hand , thereby, totally compromising their
mission as a result of their own stupefying mass confusion, set up by a self induced War Game,
they were "playing" on 9/11.
Let's get this straight ........ this nation cannot move into the future unless 9/11 is resolved.
This means the truthful exposure of all of the elements and all of the parties responsible for
mass murder.
To leave unavenged, the slaughter of over 3000 Americans and let the blatant lies and
omissions of the Official 9/11 Commission speak for them is an insult to history and humanity.
9/11 still remains the greatest threat to our national security. That threat is defined by the ongoing attack on American freedoms - begun after 9/11, when unconstitutional laws created by
cowards, were enacted by elements within our Government, as an excuse to rule this nation by
fear, created by those very same dispicable cowards.

By their further encroachments upon freedom, the Federal Government has done more to
destroy our Liberty than any enemy we have ever faced, whether they be real, imagined,
manufactured or "buried at sea".
To watch this nation set about the world to "spread democracy" and then witness the
hypocritical destruction of the liberties found within the pages of our own Constitution is
beyond an affront;
It becomes a clarion call - to all Americans, to re-think everything that has been done in our
name and come to terms with the reality of our condition, of whether we are still are a free
People, let alone a free Nation.
All one has to do, to see this domestic tyranny and the "enemy inside the gates", is to go to a
T.S.A. "Gestapo" airport, and behold the assault on liberty and the vile insult to our dead, who
gave their lives willingly, in previous wars, so this form of tyranny would never be seen in this
nation.
Also knowing, full well, that the hand doing the groping in your crotch today, is the very same
hand of a Government, who now, has dangerously exceeded its own authority.
The whole fabricated "9/11 Official Story", perpetuated by the Executive Branch, The
Congress, The Pentagon, The Intelligence Agencies, The Allies, The so called Allies, The
Banks, The Corporations, and The Media are analogous to the demolition of the World Trade
Center Towers themselves;
Suddenly, exploding and, blowing apart, with most of their mass, disappearing into dust, while,
what little remains of hundreds of thousands of tons of steel and concrete, magically falling
perfectly into their own footprints, in less than 12 seconds.....twice!
All of the preposterous explanations, positions and arguments presented by the Government,
lack sufficient truth;
That all of their contrived "facts", contain residual evidence of unadulterated deceit.
Furthermore, that each and every lie told, even those - to this very day, as those spun by the
entire falsehood of the "Official 9/11 Story", will surely collapse upon themselves;
Just like the Twin Towers, the lies will amazingly blow apart and turn into dust, without ever
exhibiting any direct evidence of receiving any external assistance... what so ever.

Paul Leo Faso
September 11, 2012

Note: the below links represent an overview of most of the key "suspects" and "persons of
interest", in the 9/11 attack. To fully understand the totality of both the "INSIDE" and
"OUTSIDE" operation, plus the agenda behind the deception, this additional information is
provided to all Americans, who demand justice served upon all of the guilty parties, still
awaiting arrest and trials.
Today, the rear guard action to continue the cover-up is in full play. Be aware of their
treacherous deceit, it is unending.....
WITH A THROUGH BRIEFING OF THE INFORMATION LISTED BELOW, YOU WILL
HAVE ALL THAT IS NECESSARY TO UNDERSTAND WHAT REALLY HAPPENED ON
9/11 AND WHY JUSTICE DEMANDS A NEW INVESTIGATION OF THIS CRIME
AGAINST THE AMERICAN PEOPLE, WITH THE FULL ENFORCEMENT OF GRAND
JURY PROTOCOLS.
THIS TASK WILL TAKE YOU SOME TIME TO REVISIT AND ABSORB ALL THE
EVIDENCE BELOW;
YOUR REWARD WILL BE TO PURSUE THE TRUTH......AS A JUROR......
..FOR THE THOUSANDS OF INNOCENT AMERICANS WHO WERE MURDERED IN
COLD BLOOD THAT DAY, AND TO FULLY RESTORE THIS NATION'S HONOR .....IN
THEIR NAMES.
*On a personal note, my profound respect and gratitude to Dr. Alan Sobrosky and Dr. Steven
Pieczenik, both patriotic American Jews, who have gallantly placed their country first, in their
supreme efforts to expose the truth about 9/11.
*Additionally, this entire effort is dedicated to my father, the late Dr.Carl P. Faso, who, while
on his death bed in July, 2006, raised his clenched fist upon seeing George W. Bush on T.V.
and cursed at him, using this forever resounding invective;
"YOU WAR MONGERING SON OF A BITCH!"

*VERY SPECIAL LINK UPDATES:
NEW POSTING 2/4/2013
MILITARY TREASON - YOU DECIDE;

http://www.foreignpolicyjournal.com/1/16/2013/the-case-against-ralph-ebe...

"EXPLOSIVE EVIDENCE"
1,700 PROFESSIONAL ARCHITECHS & ENGINEERS BLOW THE WHISTLE ON THE
9/11 COVER-UP AND RECAP THEIR CLAIMS THAT THE ENTIRE GOVERNMENT
ACCOUNT OF THE COLLAPSE OF THE WORLD TRADE CENTER WAS A
MISREPRESENTATION OF FACTS, NOT FOUND IN EVIDENCE, (code for lie of the
highest order);
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vZAHp_zSGd8

12/8/2012
MAJOR GENERAL OF U.S. ARMY INTELLIGENCE, HIGHEST RANKING MILITARY
OFFICER CONFIRMS 9/11 "OFFICIAL STORY" IS A FABRICATION;
www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=T2XV3Edd2dc

11/30/2012
CYNTHIA McKINNEY- "AMERICAN BRAVEHEART" - A WARRIOR FOR 9/11 TRUTH
AND JUSTICE TODAY:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=3RcMUZlqRKg#
11/25/2012;
BLACK 9/11: MONEY, MOTIVE, TECHNOLOGY AND PLAUSIBLE DENIABILITY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=BsDtvu2uTuA
for more information on the financial crimes committed on 9/11 go to "FOLLOW THE
MONEY "section.
***
THE PROSECUTION OF GEORGE W. BUSH;
http://www.prosecution2012.com

THE KUCINICH REPORT: WEAPONS OF MASS DISTRACTION;
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article32706.htm

*BRITISH M.P. GEORGE GALLOWAY CALLS OUT THE U.S. SENATE ON IRAQ "PACK
OF LIES";
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-NK8bWiJoQ&feature=related

GENERAL WESLEY CLARK ON THE POLICY COUP IN THE MIDDLE EAST;
UNKNOWN BY MOST AMERICANS;
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m58jF8_KgzI

U.S. FOREIGN POLICY IN TWO MINUTE VIDEO+TEXT;
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article33246.htm

*"THE LONE GUNMAN" aired by Fox TV six months before 9/11 revealing the method used
to remotely fly aircraft into the World Trade Center;
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZoyGPc0UmpI
ESSENTIAL LINKS:
*Dr. Steven Pieczenik on the 9/11 attacks and Osama Bin Laden (short edits):
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ynSGT-9zrHs&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xj0pM5FoYbs&feature=g-vrec
*Dr.Steven Pieczenik: entire 9/11 deception explained (4 hours);
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zxTJ18NqK24&feature=watch-vrec

*Dr Allen Sobrosky - DEMYSTIFYING 9/11
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article28438.htm
http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-unanswered-questions-of-911/
http://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=252301 http://beforeitsnews/9-11and-ground-zero/2012/bush-insider-911-was-insi...
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article18035.htm
http://www.brasschecktv.com/page/20209.html
http://stateofthenation2012.com?p=742 http://video.cp12.org/video/2270078138
http://911hardfacts.com/report_12.htm
http://rense.com/general95/911_dev.html
www.veteranstoday.com/2012/08/30/911-jaccuse-zelikow-cheney-rumsfeld-bus...
Dr. Alan Sobrosky:
www.veteranstoday.com/2011/07/17/911-and-israel-alan-sabroskys-shocking-...
*REAL SUSPECTS OF 911:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=Xpw7fUj11bA#
www.veteranstoday.com/2012/09/11/falling-man-of-911-still-demands-justic...
*CIA Insider on 9/11 demolition:
http://youtube.com/watch?feature=fvwp&NR=1&v=rnbMjAN7Bws
*THE LEGEND OF 9/11
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wF-Rp4W_ABE

NETANYAHU JOINS BUSH WITH FEAR MONGERING ABOUT WEAPONS OF MASS
DESTRUCTION IN IRAQ-(2002)-THEN DESCRIBES THE 9/11-"BOMBING"- OF NEW

YORK AND WASHINGTON @ (7min15sec)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fpQdg4D78Jc

CURRENT LIE MANUFACTURING ABOUT IRAN'S WEAPONS AND THE FRENZY TO
CREATE FEAR OVER THEM TO JUSTIFY ANOTHER WAR, JUST LIKE THE IRAQ
WAR ATROCITY:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=24AMP_bttd8

UPDATED ITEMS: 11/21/2012
*CRIMINAL MASS BRAINWASHING USED BY REPUBLICANS TO WHIP FEAR INTO
THE PEOPLE DURING THE 2004 PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN WITH 9/11 HYSTERIA.
(who wrote this sick script, the monsters at Tavistock?)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XPBN1zu80jI
*PAUL LEO FASO- "G.O.P. BRAINWASHING BACKFIRES" - a further review of the
above video, exerpted from CGI Media Reports Room-11/8/2012;
"The obvious conclusion to the question of what led to the defeat of Mitt Romney can be seen
in one of the most disgraceful moments in American history.
Found in the fast foward out takes and edits compiled of the last time the Republicans won a
Presidential election;
The re-election of George W. Bush in 2004.
What is instructive here is the compressed, rapid delivery of some of the most virulent
propaganda ever launched against the American People, which was pathetically directed at the
Republican Base, and demonstrates the levels by which the leadership of this political "Party"
will go to win an election.
Here is the Nation, overcome by the anxiety of a treacherous attack, that now, instead of
receiving strength and courage to face an enemy and overcome any fear, the American People
are systematically brainwashed with massive psychological doses of fear, instilled in them by
the script writers of the School of Joseph Goebbels, used by the Republican Party.
The lingering spillover from this insult to the American election process has compounded itself
into a methodology that runs right through the Republican Party today.

Mitt Romney and the Republicans ran on that fear, they actually still live in fear of everything;
Obama, Latinos, Blacks, Orientals, Muslims....just name anything they don't have a fear
of.....anything?
The Republicans reek of fear, they roll in it, they walk and they talk it, on every issue. Their
leaders think it and become it. Their radio talk shows spew it, their media prints and broadcasts
it, and their shallow base falls for it.
Never was fear more defined and made part of their lasting political legacy of eternal defeat,
than this sick moment in history, forever documented in this video.
Have a good look at how they won their last Presidential victory and understand this;
The Republicans will never see a winning President elected by their Party, until they lose all
the fear they have been instructed to live in.
The G.O.P. has morphed into a trance"
THE ABOVE CRITIQUE WAS WRITTEN BY A FORMER REAGAN REPUBLICAN,
WHO NOW TOTALLY REJECTS WHAT REMAINS OF THAT TRAIN WRECKED,
SPITEFUL PARTY, ONE AND ALL, FOR THEIR RECKLESS ARROGANCE, THEIR
UNBOUNDED CONCEIT, THEIR WILLFUL BLINDNESS, THEIR MOMUMENTAL
CONTEMPT FOR DEMOCRACY, THEIR UNENDING DECEIT AND THEIR
LOATHSOME TREACHERY TOWARD THEIR FELLOW AMERICANS.
****

*NUCLEAR DEMOLITION AT GROUND ZERO - N.Y.C. www.nuclear-demolition.com/911wtc-thermo-nuclear-demolition-how-it-work...
*Russian Nuclear expert on 9/11: http://www.rumormillnews.com/cgibin/forum.cgi?read=257017 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ilM3uAMqi6s
www.reformation.org/ground-zero.html

"OUTSIDE JOB" PLAYERS IDENTIFIED:
*DR. ALAN SOBROSKY-"JEWISH EX- MARINE SPEAKS OUT";(full interview)
http://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=255516

(additional supporting claims also listed)

*"INSIDE JOB AND OUTSIDE JOB PLAYERS"
http://www.lostscribemedia.com/news/911-israels-masterpiece/
**MISSING LINKS - FULL MOVIE;
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=vqGLG8MwcgQ
*INSIDE THE GATES:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UntixeRiEK8 www.rumormillnews.com/cgibin/forum.cgi?read=252361

MEDIA COMPLICITY:
"THE AMERICAN PEOPLE DON'T BELIEVE ANYTHING UNTIL THEY SEE IT ON
THE TELEVISION"
Richard M. Nixon - U.S. President
WHERE DID YOU FIRST GET THE NEWS ABOUT 9/11?
WAS IT FROM THE TV?
THE TV WHOSE AIRWAVES ARE CONTROLLED BY THE F.C.C.?
WHOSE BROADCAST NETWORKS ARE OWNED BY WHO?
*NBC SPINS 911-:
www.teslapress.com/nbc_web_version.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zBwRD8fCD7A&feature=player_embedded http://zenhaven.dk/911-the-fate-of-the-jews/ http://www.takeourworldback/itwasntmuslims.htm
www.fourwinds10.net/siterun_data/government/fraud/911_attack/news.php?q=...

http://www.zerohedge.com/print/455110

2012 ELECTION LINKS TO 911:
U.S. AMBASSADOR KILLED IN LYBIA:
*by Dr. Steven Pieczenik- 9/16/2012
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u1TdMBbS02k&feature=player_embedded

UPDATED ITEMS: 11/21/2012
*PAUL LEO FASO- "MITT ROMNEY IS ALREADY A LOSER" -5/19/2012
http://www.zerohedge.com/print/447944
*PAUL LEO FASO-"OBAMA TRUMPS ROMNEY" - PREDICTED-11/02/2012
http://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=258666
THESE GUYS: ROMNEY EXPOSED
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KrC2pFaaR70
*WHO IS BACKING ROMNEY AND THE COVER UP
http://veteranstoday.com/2012/10/05/911-perps-still-in-the-saddle-killer...

"FOLLOW THE MONEY" LINKS:
*A LOOK AT THE FEDERAL RESERVE BANK ON 9/11:
http:www.israelshamir.net/Contributors/Collateral_Damage_911.pdf

http://newtomorrow.us/index.html http://newtomorrow.us/part2.html
BEYOND INSANITY:
PETRO/DOLLAR - W.W.III MADNESS
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P02vjiEZyUs
PETRO/DOLLAR - LUNATIC U.S.DIPLOMACY DEMONSTRATED:
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article32630.htm
*"LEGALIZED PLUNDER"
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_WrMWK-FJzU
*PAUL LEO FASO- "CLASS ACTION LAWSUIT AGAINST THE FEDERAL RESERVE
BANK"-4/26/2011: http://www.zerohedge.com/print/365866

*"HANDS DOWN" WINNER; THE HONORABLE SENATOR BERNIE SANDERS
OUTING THE FEDERAL RESERVE BANK ON LOOTING OF $16 TRILLION DOLLARSFOUND BY AUDITS- VIDEO OF GREAT SENATE FLOOR SPEECH:
hppt://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/archive.cgi?read=244366
UPDATE: 12/2/2012; SENATOR BERNIE SANDERS BLASTS LLOYD BLANKFEIN;
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=riKEBVd26Wo

BONUS LINKS;
"THE DEATH OF OSAMA BIN LADEN"
This section has been added because of the historical importance this element of the
disinformation and propaganda surrounding the 9/11 "OFFICIAL" account. In fact, as the
current events now are placing this direcly in front of the American People, the perspective of
time will allow this staggering insult to truth and logic, to be studied by future generations at
the university level, on;
"HOW A FASLEHOOD CAN BE TOTALLY EXPOSED BY ITS OWN RIDICULOUS
PRETENSE -101"

***
*NEW UPDATE ON OSAMA BIN LADEN KILLING12/30/2012
HERE IS A YEAR END SPECIAL NEWS CLIP THAT WILL HELP YOU UNDERSTAND
THAT ALL OF THE EVENTS SURROUNDING THE "OFFICIAL KILLING" OF OSAMA
BIN LADEN ARE NOT ONLY SUSPICIOUS, BUT CALL FOR AN INQUIRY;
"SEALS; KILLERS OF OSAMA DYING OR BEING KILLED?"
OVER TWENTY SEALS WHO PARTICIPATED IN THE KILLING RAID ARE NOW
DEAD. http://www.opinion-maker.org/2012/12/seals-killers-of-osama-dying-or-bei...
12/10/2012
MORE INFORMATION ON THE IMAGES OF OSAMA BIN LADEN- A REVIEW OF
"PHOTOSHOP" INSULTS AND MANIPULATIONS OVER THE YEARS;
www.chasvoice.blogspot/2012/10/a-gallery-of-fake-dead-bin-ladens-what.ht...
12/05/2012 "ZERO DARK THIRTY" -BRAINWASHING 101 - JOINT
GOVERNMENT/HOLLYWOOD "TAVISTOCK" CAPER;
NEW MOVIE RELEASED TO KEEP THE STORY OF OSAMA BIN LADEN "REAL"
...great...just in time for another Christmas time story for the brain dead. Is there no end to
spinning this monumental lie? (just in; this version now wins "FILM OF THE YEAR" ) AND
YES...YOU READ THAT CORRECLY.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=CtPPeZ7qHU8

HERE IS MY REPLY TO THE ASSERTION THAT TORTURE IS JUSTIFIED AS
PRESENTED IN THE STUNNINGLY PATHETIC FOOL'S ERRAND, "ZERO DARK
THIRTY" - FROM MY POST ON INFOMATIONCLEARINGHOUSE.COM IN MAY 2010"TORTURE IS THE CRIMINAL COVER FOR 9/11 COMPLICITY. THE USE OF
TORTURE IS THE "HEAD FAKE" TO MAKE IT LOOK LIKE IT KEPT AMERICA SAFE
FROM AN ENEMY THAT WAS IMAGINED. THE DEFENSE OF TORTURE IS A FALSE
PLEA OF RIGHTEOUS INDIGNATION THAT THE GUILTY DESPERATELY FLOUT, TO
KEEP FROM BEING EXECUTED FOR THEIR TREASON"
* MORE REVIEWS ON OSAMA MOVIE MADNESS JUST RELEASED FOR THE
"HOLIDAYS"

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=N-dSBAxqWis

11/26/2012
THE OSAMA BIN LADEN MYTH
http://www.paulcraigroberts.org/2012/11/26/the-osama-bin-laden-myth-2/
11/22/2012:
"NO SAILORS SAW OSAMA BIN LADEN'S ALLEGED BURIAL AT SEA"INFOWARS.COM REPORT;
http://infowars.com/no-sailors-saw-osama-bin-ladens-alleged-burial-at-se...

"NO SAILORS SAW BURIAL AT SEA " CONFIRM EMAILS TO AND BY ARRESTED U.S.
NAVY REAR ADMIRAL CHARLES GAOUETTE. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article2236617/revealed-Military-emails...
"MILITARY COUP" AVERTED BY OBAMA, WITH MORE ARRESTS TO COME, AFTER
THE BENGAZI KILLINGS. REPORT CONFIRMS DR. STEVEN PIECZENIK'S 9/16/2012
OBSERVATIONS (see above Libya Ambassador killing link) OF POSSIBLE
ISRAELI/REBUBLICAN ELEMENTS INVOLVED IN BENGAZI OPERATION TO
DEFAME OBAMA AND SWING PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION TO ROMNEY.
http://www.presstv.com/detail/2012/10/29/269376/us-military-planned-muti...
"BENGHAZI IS NOW AT 300 CLICKS UP" 10/30/2012 BY PAUL LEO FASO +
WEBSTER TARPLEY VIDEO +LINKS
http://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?noframes;read=258331
***

"Dishonorable Disclosures"
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dishonorable_Disclosures
"Commemorative Coin"

http://www.justicecoin.com

(Above offer even comes with"MILITARY BRIEFING PACK"- Photos-Maps-Operational

Details-) WOW!
*"New Seal Team 6 book a fraud: Dr. Steven Pieczenik"
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wK-eWMgvZOk
*BRITISH M.P. GEORGE GALLOWAY ON DEATH OF BIN LADEN;
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SkNA3DAr3aQfeature=related
"Seal Team Propaganda, Lies never end-Justice Coin-in Commeration of May 1st, 2011"
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SmAAhrpDeFM Did Obama Kill Osama?
http://stateofthenation2012.com./?p=579

*
EPILOGUE:
" 9/11 - DREAMING IN A WORLD OF FLESH"
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6VY2bAhLmBY

******
9/11 - "A LIE BELIEVED BY EVERYONE, IS NOT THE TRUTH"

*******

"THE FURTHER A SOCIETY DRIFTS FROM THE TRUTH, THE MORE IT WILL HATE
THOSE THAT SPEAK IT"
-GEORGE ORWELL-

*ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
http://greatamericanphotography.net/Photographers.html

ABOUT HIS SOLUTIONS TO THE ABOVE PROBLEMS:
"THE GAME CHANGER":
www.evur.us
THE GAME CHANGER TOTALLY EXPLAINED:
http://www.gofundme.com/EVUR-ELECTRIC-VEHICLE NOT
TO WORRY, THE POWER IS GOING OUT...FOREVER
http://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/testforum.cgi?noframes;read=257936

